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September 23 Introduction To Microwaves. Talk by Martyn G3UKV
September 30 Social Evening (Salop ARS invited) and short video
October 7

HQ Closed. Meeting at The Huntsman. Usual first-in-the-Month

October 14
`

Data Modes. Introduction by Dave G0CER. Head-count for club projects
construction kits by Members

October 21

HF on Air. Some antenna tuning checks and tests

October 28

The new Society Construction Project(s). Details and costs etc.

November 4

Open House / On the Air / Committee. LW HQ

November 11 Quiz Night M/C Tony M0TAW
November 18 Members’ Construction Projects (contin.)
November 25 Surplus Equipment Sale
December 2

Club HQ closed. CM at The Huntsman

December 9

Competition Time. Small teams make a something…(TBD)

December 16 TDARS Christmas Dinner @ The Duck at Allscoott (aka The Allscott Inn)
December 23 Mulled Wine & Mince Pies Social at LW HQ
December 25 (Friday) Xmas Day Net at 09:00 UTC. 144.600 MHz +/December 30 Informal Meeting at LW HQ. (To be Confirmed)
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns Richy M0RKY

Editorial
Some while ago, Bob made an observation that the various front page colour
presentations of the Newsletter which he provided me with had not yet included the gaudy,
rainbow coloured affair that adorns the front of this edition. Personally, I can’t look at it without
sunglasses. Well, it’s appeared now, Bob! And why? Well, perhaps for a change, but also to
celebrate another very successful HamFest (our 32nd. event) and a return to winning ways
for VHF NFD July 2009 in the Mix and Match section. To that we can add our fortieth year
commemoration since the founding of Wrekin/TDARS in 1969. Perhaps also to celebrate
Peter Elstub’s shiny new call-sign M6KLS—and about time too, ‘Speedy ‘!
I would echo the thanks expressed by Derek, our Chairman, to the weekly meeting of the
Society on Sept. 16th. I know it sounds a bit corny (or is that ‘cheesey’?, but these achievements really are the result of a great team effort, where the whole is greater than the sum of
the parts. Whilst it’s only a hobby, I believe that you only get out of something (or anything)
what you put into it in the first place. Many members have put a lot into supporting the club
and all its varied activities, and now we are all able to enjoy and gain satisfaction from the
resultant successes. Here’s to the next forty years.
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
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Charles Tranter G3BQQ
Charles (John) Tranter, G3BQQ, sadly passed away on 13 August 2009 aged 88 years.
His only son Nicholas gave a potted life history at his funeral service held recently at Christ
Church, Wellington, where some sixty mourners gathered. TDARS was represented by myself
and Dave, G8VZT, who knew him.
Trained as a chemist, Charles worked for British Sugar at Allscott prior to and after the 2nd
World War. He was a fluent speaker of German and French and joined the RAF, training as a
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner and ending the war flying in Lancaster bombers.
In 1945 he returned to his duties at Allscott but now had a love of radio communications and
obtained the callsign G3BQQ in 1948. He had several periods of inactivity on the air but on
retirement in 1984 gave his amateur radio more time until about 2002. He was adept at making
his own electronic equipment.
Charles was also a very good rifle shot and after-dinner speaker and lecturer. RIP.
Mike G3JKX.

Mike’s Piece on Antennas : September 09
Recently I sold a very nice, nearly new, boxed, 5W, 2m/70cm, hand-held. When the new owner got it
home it did not work at all well. He could hear extremely weak QSOs on repeater channels but could
not get in to them himself and duly brought the rig back to me. Now I had tested the thing only a day
or two before and could get into all the usual repeaters from my QTH using my dual band co-linear
antenna on the roof.
We did some tests using my RF sniffer and, lo and behold, using the supplied rubber duck antenna,
radiation was very poor and Rx was non-existent. Put on another rubber duck and all was well. The
antenna must be open circuit somewhere. So my RF sniffer proved invaluable on its first real test,
proving the antenna was faulty. He was compensated by having a new Maplins telescopic antenna (£5
or so) and he went away quite happy.
It should be plain to anyone that those rubber duck antennas are a big compromise. They are poor on
2m and not much better on 70cm. Having a Maplin’s telescopic antenna on your H/H and using your
RF sniffer, you can very easily determine its optimum length for 2m and 70cm. Just adjust the length
for the highest reading on the sniffer. Naturally, being the right length on Tx it will now also be all the
more efficient on Rx too, so you should find that you can now get into repeaters from a lot further
away. Usefully, this antenna had a swivel joint above the BNC plug which means that you can lie the
handheld rig down on the bench and still have the antenna vertical.
For efficiency, there is no substitute for having an antenna of the correct length. Naturally, we
amateurs, unlike the BBC on fixed frequencies, need, not only to change channels, but frequency
bands too but can usually only manage to have one antenna on HF. What is that going to be? We
can’t all get planning or XYL permission for a 60ft tower in the garden. Even a wire antenna may be
objected to. So called ‘stealth antennas’ are called for. In the USA, many hams use their flag pole in
the front garden to hide a vertical antenna within, stood on a plinth which conveniently hides a remote
ATU which covers 1.8 to 50 MHz. The coax cable is hidden under the lawn at the dead of night and no
one knows any different. You are happy, the XYL is happy and the neighbours are oblivious. I am
sure we UK amateurs could do the same. Getting planning permission for a pole on which to fly the
Union Flag should not be too difficult I would have thought. Patriotic and all that!
Failing that, you can use loft antennas, with wires stapled or pinned onto the beams under the roof
capping tiles or under the fascias. You could have dipoles for 40, 20 and 10metres all attached to the
same feed point. A 40m dipole will do very nicely for 15m too, as 21MHz is the 3rd harmonic of 7MHz.
You get a different radiation pattern of course but it will get you out! Ah, you say, my loft hasn’t the
space for a 66 ft dipole on 7 MHz. Well now.........
Remember, the part of any antenna nearest to the feed point radiates most of the Tx power. The far
ends of a dipole are not connected to anything so there can be no RF current there, therefore no
radiation either. So it matters not a lot what you do with the ends of dipoles....turn them at right angles, let them droop down; coiled up if you have to. OK so the radiation pattern may be altered a tiny
bit, but not a lot! Do not bend the ends back on to themselves however, as all you are doing is
shortening the dipole. Incidentally, it is always a good idea to cut dipoles a little too long and fold the
ends back over themselves and then, using your RF sniffer of course, adjust each dipole leg by the
same amount and thereby get the most RF efficiency on your favourite frequency.
I have written before about a loop antenna laid in roof gutters and stapled up under the eaves, fed
with ladder line. These are basically non resonant antennas but, by using an ATU, can be multi-band.
You may have to alter the length of feeder to get it to work on a particular band, as I had to, so buy
enough ladder line to more than cover the distance between your loop and the ATU. Either 300 or
450ohm ribbon will do. I once used flat bell flex from Woolies as a feeder. It is about 70 ohms
impedance, so no wonder it worked well with a dipole.

Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

QTC? News & Information
The second Telford “Train the Trainers” event has taken place at the Club HQ in
Little Wenlock. The last local one took place in 2003 at the Priorslee Campus of the University
of Wolverhampton. The idea is to give guidance and updates to existing or would-be amateur
radio examination instructors at all levels (Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced). It was a
busy, full day (Saturday) event which was well supported and valuable, and should help all
candidates receive a sound training, from more confidence instructors.

The results of VHF NFD 2009 have come out in record time. Usually,
we have to wait until the end of the year, but the long-promised improvement in adjudication
and publishing speed has finally arrived.
G3ZME/P has come top of the Mix and Match Section of the event, with a total normalised
score of 2646 points. The highlights of our success were a) greatly improved 6m result (from
11th placing in 2008 to 6th) and b) the 2m station was easily 1st out of 29 entries in their Restricted Section. An excellent result.
We have been ‘runners up’ in each of the previous two years’ NFD events.
Normalised scores (ie score out of 1000, which is awarded to the top station in a particular
band and section. All other entries then receive a pro rata score) and section position.
(2008 in brackets for comparison):50 MHz 555 (274) 6th (11th)
70 MHz 726 (623) 4th (2nd)
144 MHz 1000 (951) 1st (3rd)
1296 MHz 365 (622) 5th (4th)
Band number of QSOs and scores, adjudicated. (2008 in brackets)
50 MHz 147 (96) 108933 (33963)
70 MHz 80 (73) 13993 (17659)
144 MHz 313 (224) 70962 (47033)
1296 MHz 38 (37) 5691 (6409)
Adjudication losses (ie claimed QSOs and Scores with percentage deductions).
Ideally, we aim to lose less than 5%, but as points are deducted from BOTH ends of a QSO if
the adjudicator finds a mis-match in either side of a QSO, it is not totally under our control.
50 MHz 155, 114570. Loss 4.92%
70 MHz 86, 15095. Loss 7.3%
144 MHz 322, 73057. Loss 2.87 %
1296 MHz 42, 6413. Loss 11.26%
So the final result is TDARS being awarded the RSGB G5BY Trophy for the sixth time !
(2002-2006 inclusive and now 2009. We also won the Restricted Section Trophy in 1995)
CONGRATULATIONS to all involved in this year’s event on the Mynd.

As noted previously (Pg 2), the TDARS 4th HamFest was a very successful event,
which passed off with no major problems. At the feedback meeting (Sept. 9th), all aspects of
the event were covered, and the general opinion was that the event had gone very smoothly
and successfully, with an improved profit (over 2008) for club funds. Most traders and visitors
gave the thumbs-up for a repeat next year. Francis Bell of the GEO (Group for Earth Observation) gave two excellent talks to about 30 people, and the room which Enginuity provided
was ideal. The loss of the speaker’s laptop somewhere between the hotel room in which he
stayed and the HamFest venue was a shocker. Hopefully Francis had ‘all risks’ insurance. We
had about 600 visitors, and about 20 of them took advantage of the 30% entrance discount to
Enginuity. For 2010, we will look yet again at a suitable date (first Sunday in September; the
5th ?) and the overall charging strategy, viz a viz Visitors—Exhibitors. It is highly likely that
another group or individual will be invited (persuaded ?) to give a suitable presentation in the
‘gallery’. The re-instated entrance guide was reckoned to be a worthwhile ‘plus’. A meeting of
midland rally organisers during the winter, as used to happen regularly in Derby in bygone
years, was felt to be a possible way of avoiding the date shambles of this year—but it really
needs the full co-operation of all parties, including the RSGB’s events calendar author.
This year’s 2 metre Foxhunts have come and gone. (Apr 29, July 22, Aug 19), but the
overall winner has not yet been announced. There was good weather on each occasion, but
finding Jim hidden behind a tree in the Town Park may well have aroused the suspicions of
the ever-watchful Park Wardens. Whispering into a covert walkie-talkie, he could easily have
been arrested by this PC group, under the guidelines provided by local administrators ….
(Blokes on their own, possibly preying on an un-suspecting victim….)
Derek G0EYX has done a fine job of completing the loft entrance safety railing. Someone suggested we should now choose a suitable matching wallpaper for the room upstairs, to
match the eloquence of the new woodwork. It is quite easily removable if an oversize object
needs to pass through the loft opening.
A fourth microwave GB3ZME beacon for the 13cm (2300 MHz) band is now almost
complete. There has been a licensing delay, not helped by a local (non TDARS) radio
amateur with his own agenda. Meanwhile, the 3.4GHz beacon has a slight problem that has
not yet been resolved due to pressure of holidays (!) and other priorities (such as getting a
Newsletter out…). Finally, GB3TF repeater has also been playing up at times, (bursts of
white noise, even during ID transmissions with no through-traffic in evidence), but it is likely
the Committee will authorise the replacement of the old logic control circuitry (early 1980s
vintage) with a current PIC based unit in the coming months. Jim G8UGL has his eye on
sorting this one out.
We still hope to eventually install an improved HF antenna at the LW HQ. At present
there is a LF loop, loaned to us by Simon G0UFE, as well as a 20m dipole pinned to a roof
truss. A long wire, loop or even doublet could be placed almost invisibly in the spacious roof
area, or maybe a stealth wire to existing poles outside for better propagation, perhaps using
the auto ATU just inside the building for remote tuning. A dual band vertical VHF/UHF indoor
antenna (2m/70cm) is also envisaged. The Village Hall Committee has been approached
with a view to installing a small, inconspicuous feeder (coax or balanced) connection and
control box at the rear of the kitchen shutter for ‘Night on the Air’ sessions.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
TELFORD & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY.
MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS INDICATED
OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME. ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM.
MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

USEFUL WEBSITES: As per Richard M1RKH’s 5 mins at the club, (Sept. 9th), here are the
links to Lulu and Solder Smoke respectively:
(email from John Alexander. Amazing on-line specialist book order service—Ed)
http://www.lulu.com/index.php
http://www.soldersmoke.com/

Wouldn’t a clothes line be
simpler ?

Ready for DF action,
Aug. 19th., club HQ

(L to R: G3UKV, 2E0CTG,
G4EIX, G0ASP, M6KLS)

A visit to “Churchill’s Secret Intelligence and Computers
Headquarters” at Bletchley Park in Buckinghamshire is at the
planning stage, some time probably in October or November.
Phil 2E0GIV has made contact with one of its organisers, with
a view to a ‘private’ tour of some parts that are not usually open
to the public, including the ‘Colossus’ reconstruction project.
Club Construction Projects for Members were recently discussed, and the 3 most
popular were an isolated data-modes rig interface (est. cost ~£30), 2 metre DF antenna and/or
offset attenuator unit. (est. cost <£10) and solid-state HF power amplifier (est. cost £80+).
Other ideas included a 50 volt variable DC PSU, 10GHz microwave receiver, contest headphone/microphone combination and finally low freq. light communication system. The final
choice of one (or perhaps 2) projects needs to be confirmed soon, in order to source parts.
The meeting planned for Oct. 14th will give everyone the chance to make up their minds, or
else contact Derek before then if this is more convenient. The likely choice will be the datamodes interface and the 2 metre DF kit (3 ele beam and/or offset attenuator unit).
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
THANKS to Mike G3JKX, Phil 2E0GIV, John Alexander, Simon G0UFE and Bob M0RJS
for Newsletter input. Next publication early December. Let’s have some more input by
then, please.
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long as
they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed strictly.
That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please find someone
else who can, or don’t borrow it that week! Curator Richy M0RKY

Mike’s Piece Oct 2009
I recently had an unexpected telephone call from a Scottish 2EØ wanting me to give him
crash tuition for the Full licence examination, 5 days before he had booked to take it! He had
just got off a boat and, after a month’s leave, was off to work in Angola. He wanted to get a
ham licence there, but had to have a Full UK licence in order to get one. He had seen a crit of
one of my courses on the Internet and found my details on the RSGB website.
Well, since my Open University studies were coming to an end (at last!) I agreed to two
sessions a day. To keep costs to a minimum, we used the Skype phone system. You may not
know that using Skype-phone costs nothing between computer and computer and only
fractions of a penny per minute between a computer and a land line telephone in most places
in the world.
This huge saving is not to be sniffed at! Trying to get an human being to talk to on an 0845
and the like, with their ‘lists’ and ‘menus’ etc takes time, so save money and invest in Skype;
you will not regret it. The Skype program is free to download. I use a very cheap Skype video
camera, which has a built-in microphone, mounted on my monitor, which means that you can
see and hear who you’re talking to. This meant that I could show my 2EØ a diagram which
was a great bonus. PC world or similar emporia are where you get one of these gadgets. By
the way, the 2EØ passed his exam which is very chuffing! Isn’t modern technology truly
wonderful?
Saving money using Skype really shows if you have relatives abroad. My XYL’s aunt,
who lives on the Gold Coast in Oz, does tend to go on a bit. She has no computer and only a
land line telephone, but an hour using the Skype-phone at our end costs less than a £1 which
is under a tenth of using you-know-who’s land lines both ways.
The Hamfest again went well I thought, the second hand valves proving a popular
attraction once more. It is a pity that TDARS does not own a good valve tester, c/w a pile of
valve data books, so that we could test the valves properly and then charge more for the good
ones and bin all those that fail. Anybody got one lurking about?
Trevor’s big van with its magnificent pneumatic 60 foot mast, powered by an on-board
compressor, was a great sight too This enabled Don to demonstrate the D-Star system from
a very poor signal area. (as those of you with cell phones found out). What a great bit of kit for
a contest! By the way, Trevor has generously allowed his business premises at Dawley,
where there are classrooms, to be registered as an emergency exam centre if we should
need it. This will be very useful if the Village Hall has something else (noisy) on in the hall
when there’s an examination or a teaching session booked.Thanks a lot Trevor, we’re much
obliged.
Finally, there’s a lot of M3s & 6s out there who would like a QSO, including our very own
Peter ‘Speedy’ Elstub, who is now M6KLS. Welcome aboard Speedy.
That’s it for this time.
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Francis Bell of the GEO group making one
of two presentations at the Telford Hamfest.
The background explains why this room is
known as the ‘Gallery’ at Enginuity.

A reminder of the
main construction
details of Dave
G4EIX’s 2 metre DF
antenna.
It uses a ‘hairpin’
match, using
enamelled 18 swg
wire, or similar.

It is likely that this
nifty yagi, together
with Dave’s offset
4MHz oscillator cum
attenuator circuit (see
TDARS website) will
be the alternative
Society Project for the
coming months.

Don ‘FHM demos
D-Star

What’s under
the Bring & Buy
stand ?

Happy Trader’s Draw wine winner

A steady flow of visitors all day ...

TELFORD HAMFEST.
6 SEPTEMBER
2009

Trevor’s mobile
mast !!! Made live
D-star possible
from the gorge

Henry Westlake
wins a longservice loyalty
bottle of wine
from Derek
‘EYX.

